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Studying the nodal quasiparticles in superconducting cuprates by photoemission with highly
improved momentum resolution, we show that a new ‘‘kink’’ feature in the scattering rate is a key
to uncover the nature of electron correlations in these compounds. Our data provide evidence that the
main doping independent contribution to the scattering can be well understood in terms of the
conventional Fermi liquid model, while the additional doping dependent contribution has a magnetic
origin. This sheds doubt on applicability of a phonon-mediated pairing mechanism to high-temperature
superconductors.
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shown that � �!; T� within a certain frequency range
can be well approximated by a linear dependence on

(MDCs) that is unambiguously related to the scattering
rate: �00�!� � vb�!� FWHM�!�=2, where vb, is the bare
The concept of self-energy, viz., a nonlocal dynamic
potential that encapsulates the effects of the electronic
correlations on the behavior of an individual electron,
plays a fundamental role in many-body physics [1].
Direct access to this quantity, offered nowadays by angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [2], has
stimulated attempts to answer questions that are vital for
the understanding of high-temperature superconductiv-
ity: (i) What is responsible for the unusual normal state
properties? (ii) What couples electrons in pairs in the
superconducting state? The self-energy of nodal quasi-
particles determined by ARPES [3–7] has turned out to
be a key quantity to examine both problems, which can be
reduced to the validity of the marginal Fermi liquid
phenomenology (MFL) [3,8–10] and to the origin of the
kink in the dispersion [3–7], respectively.

The photoemission intensity, which is measured by
ARPES as a function of the kinetic energy and in-plane
momentum of the outgoing electrons, provides access to
the spectral function of a single electron removal, which
is supposed to reflect the quasipartical properties of the
remaining photohole: its effective mass and lifetime.
These properties can be expressed in terms of a quasipar-
ticle self-energy [1] ��!� � �0�!� � i�00�!�. The MFL
phenomenology has been introduced in order to describe
many unusual physical properties of the normal state in
superconducting cuprates [8]. One of the main present
arguments in favor of the ‘‘marginality’’ of quasiparticles
in cuprates came from photoemission spectra taken along
the nodal direction of the Brillouin zone (BZ), namely,
from analysis of the scattering rate which is proportional
to the imaginary part of the self-energy. It has been
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frequency and temperature [3] that agrees with the
MFL model, although it has been pointed out that such
an agreement could be accidental [10]. The peculiarities
in the photoemission spectra that appear upon entering
the superconducting state are commonly ascribed to the
interaction with the magnetic mode (see [11,12], and
references therein), but recently a phonon mechanism
has been revived [7,13]. Again, the focusing point is the
nodal direction, where the quasiparticle dispersion ex-
hibits a so-called kink [4,5]. The fact that the kink in the
experimentally observed dispersion hardly depends on
doping and persists in all families of superconducting
cuprates [7,13] could be a solid argument for the phonon
scenario. However, one can argue that the dispersion
kink is not the best quantity to monitor small changes
in the electron self-energy because it appears as just a
sharpening of a bend of the same sign in the renormalized
(experimental) dispersion, which is present at any
temperature and doping [6,14]. The kink in the scat-
tering rate, which has been recently reported for
La2�xSrxCuO4�� [13] and Bi2�xPbxSr2CaCu2O8�� [14],
appears to be much more convenient in this sense because
it develops on top of the strong normal state scattering,
which has the opposite curvature.

In this Letter we show that the ‘‘scattering rate kink’’
makes it possible to distinguish between the different
scattering channels. We argue that the main contribution
to the scattering can be well understood in terms of the
conventional Fermi liquid model (FL) [1], while the addi-
tional doping dependent contribution apparently has a
magnetic origin [11,12].

It is the width of the momentum distribution curves
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FIG. 1 (color). Temperature dependence of the scattering
rate for the nodal quasiparticles in optimally doped
�Bi; Pb�2Sr2CaCu2O8��. In (a), the FWHM of the MDCs of
the photoemission intensity is shown for different temperatures
as a function of the energy of the quasiparticles. The gray solid
line represents a contribution from the usual Auger decay
(Fermi liquid parabola) [1] obtained by fitting the data for
the highly overdoped sample (OD69) at 130 K (see inset).
(b) illustrates the result of a subtraction of the Fermi liquid
parabola for each temperature in terms of the imaginary part of
the self-energy (the FWHM=2 is multiplied to the bare Fermi
velocity vF � 4 eV �A).
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velocity, whose frequency dependence we neglect here,
taking vb�!� � vF � 4 eV �A [15], and FWHM�!� is the
full width at half maximum of each MDC at given !.
Considerable improvement of the momentum resolution,
which allows one to observe a FWHM for EF MDC of
0:015 �A�1, gave us the possibility to perform a study on
the scattering rate kink as a function of doping and
temperature. We investigated the superstructure-free
Bi2�xPbxSr2CaCu2O8�� [Bi(Pb)-2212] in a wide doping
range, as well as Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8�� (Bi-2212) and
Bi2Sr2�xLaxCuO6�� (Bi-2201). We label the samples ac-
cording to their doping level and critical temperature,
e.g.,‘‘UD76’’ reads for underdoped, Tc � 76 K. The dop-
ing level of the samples has been checked using the Fermi
surface mapping technique [16] at room temperature and
measuring the coupling strength [17] below Tc. The
presented data have been obtained using an experimental
setup where we combined a high resolution light source
with a wide excitation energy range (U125/1-PGM beam
line at BESSY), an angle-multiplexing photoemission
spectrometer and a 3-axis rotation cryo manipulator.
Bi(Pb)-2212 OP88 has been measured using a He dis-
charge lamp.

Figure 1(a) shows the scattering rate as a function of
frequency for optimally doped Bi(Pb)-2212 OP89 for
different temperatures. The scattering rate is presented
in momentum units. A sharp kink seen in �00�!� at 0.1 eV
(indicated by the arrow) at 40 K (below Tc � 88 K)
gradually vanishes with increasing temperature.
Another important finding is that the high binding energy
tail of �00�!� shifts upwards with temperature similar to
the �00�0� value. This shift, being in agreement with
optical conductivity results [18], contradicts, in fact, the
MFL scenario [8], according to which �00�!; T� /
max�j!j; T�. Such a shift of the whole curve is expected
within the FL model when the scattering rate is deter-
mined by an Auger-like decay (the process where, in our
case, the hole decays into two holes and one electron [1])
that gives�00 / !2 � ��T�2. The FL behavior is generally
expected for overdoped samples [19], and in Fig. 1(a) we
add the FL parabola (solid line) which perfectly fits the
scattering rate for an OD69 sample above Tc in the whole
binding energy range. This parabola evidently describes
the main contribution to �00 at any temperature. The
additional contribution, which is seen as a hump on top
of the FL parabola, must originate from an additional
interaction which can be responsible for the unusual
properties of the cuprates. In Fig. 1(b) we evaluate this
interaction subtracting the FL parabola for each tempera-
ture and setting the resulting offsets to zero. We ascribe
this additional interaction to scattering via a bosonic
channel for reasons which we discuss below.

Two components are essential for the scattering pro-
cess via a bosonic channel: the boson density of states,
which supplies bosons to scatter with, and the electron
density of states, which supplies a phase space for elec-
trons to scatter into. Any peculiarities such as peaks or
257006-2
gaps in both densities can result (alone or in their combi-
nation) in the discussed kink on �00�!�. For example, the
superconducting gap or pseudogap can produce a drop in
the scattering rate at low binding energy (j!j<  ) even
within the Auger scattering process. A similar kink can
be expected from a van Hove singularity which is close to
the Fermi level in overdoped cuprates [20,21]. On the
other hand, a bosonic mode (either phononic or magnetic)
or a bosonic gapped spectrum, even with a constant
electronic density of states, can be responsible for such
an additional scattering channel [12] as displayed in
Fig. 1(b) —in the simplest case of a constant electronic
density of states, the coupling to a single mode gives a
step function in �00�!�. In order to distinguish between
these possible reasons for the scattering rate kink forma-
tion, we studied the �00�!� dependencies as function of
doping and temperature.

Figure 2 shows a set of �00�!� curves (waterfall plots
with 0:01 �A�1 offset) for Bi(Pb)-2212 UD76 (a),
OP88 (b), OD73 (d), and Bi-2212 OP89 (c) at different
257006-2
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FIG. 2 (color). Evolution of the scattering rate kink with doping and temperature. The MDC width as a function of energy is
presented for a selected number of temperatures for the superstructure-free Bi(Pb)-2212 and pure Bi-2212 samples of different
doping levels from underdoped, Tc � 76 K (a), to overdoped, Tc � 73 K (d).
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FIG. 3 (color). Strengthening of the scattering mode with
underdoping. Comparison of the imaginary part of the self-
energy of nodal quasiparticles in Bi(Pb)-2212 underdoped
(Tc � 76 K) and overdoped (Tc � 73 K) samples at 25 K.
The black solid line represents a contribution from the Fermi
liquid parabola. The shaded areas represent the contributions
from the magnetic scattering obtained by subtraction of the FL
parabola.
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temperatures. While for the overdoped sample the kink
disappears above Tc [between 57 and 75 K in Fig. 2(d)],
for the underdoped samples it persists above Tc and
vanishes at higher temperatures which may be related to
T
. In Fig. 3 we compare the absolute values of �00�!� for
underdoped (UD76) and overdoped (OD73) Bi(Pb)-2212
at T � 25 K. The room temperature scattering rates for
these two samples coincide within the experimental error
bars. It is seen that at low temperature the underdoped
sample exhibits a much higher scattering rate with a more
pronounced kink that has a tendency to disappear com-
pletely at higher doping levels [14]. The differences be-
tween these data and the FL parabola [solid line, the same
as in Fig. 1(a)] demonstrate that the additional scattering
channel of the nodal quasiparticles is highly doping de-
pendent, which rules out the phonon scenario [22], leav-
ing space for magnetic excitations as the only bosons
responsible for this additional channel [11,12].

According to the magnetic scenario, two contributions
can be distinguished: scattering with the spin-fluctuation
mode and with the spin-fluctuation continuum. Since the
electron density of states should peak at the gap energy,
 , in the superconducting state and at the van Hove
singularity, EM, in both superconducting and normal
states, the scattering associated with the mode !res is
expected to peak in between !res � and !res � EM,
while the gapped continuum is expected to contribute at
energies above 0.1 eV [12]. The presented results can
be understood as follows: the contribution of the mode
gradually increases with lowering temperature [Fig. 1(b)],
while both contributions from the mode and continuum
257006-3 257006-3
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FIG. 4 (color). Sharpening of the scattering rate kink with
lowering temperature for double- and single-layer compounds.
The panels show the data for temperatures below and above the
superconducting transitions, as well as their difference for
underdoped (Tc � 85 K) Bi-2212 (a) and optimally doped
(Tc � 32 K) Bi(La)-2201 (b) [for Bi(La)-2201, the difference
is multiplied by factor of 2].
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increase with underdoping (Fig. 3). The essential contri-
bution from the spin-fluctuations in underdoped samples
may result in a linear dependence of �00�!�, which had
been considered as a manifestation of the MFL scenario.

The evidence that it is an additional channel, and not
just a modification of the electronic density of states due
to pseudogap opening, comes not only from comparison
of the low temperature �00�!� curves in Fig. 3 but also
from the absolute value of the energy scale of the ob-
served kink—at about 0.1 eVand only slightly dependent
on doping (see Fig. 2); i.e., it cannot be explained by a
gapped electronic density of states alone but only in
combination with the spin-fluctuation mode and/or
gapped spin-fluctuation continuum: for the values !res �
 and !res � EM, the increase of  and EM with under-
doping can be compensated by the decrease of !res [11].

An example where with lowering temperature the in-
crease of the magnetic contribution overcomes the de-
crease of the contribution from the Auger decay in the
energy range 0:07 eV< j!j< 0:15 eV is presented in
Fig. 4(a) for the Pb-free UD85. We explain it by the rapid
sharpening of the mode below Tc. We also observe a
similar but rather weak effect for a single-layer Bi-
2201, for which the observation of the neutron resonance
mode has not yet been reported. Figure 4(b) shows the
appearance of the scattering rate kink below the super-
conducting transition temperature (Tc � 32 K). The kink
here has a similar energy scale (about 90 meV) that
allows us to conclude that a spin-fluctuation mode is
present in Bi-2201, but that its spectral weight is signifi-
cantly smaller than in Bi-2212.

In conclusion, we have shown that the scattering rate
kink, a new feature seen in the frequency dependence of
the imaginary part of the self-energy by ARPES, makes it
possible to distinguish between the different scattering
channels. The main contribution to the scattering can be
257006-4
well understood in terms of the conventional Fermi liquid
model, while the additional doping dependent contribu-
tion apparently has a magnetic origin. The latter mani-
fests itself in the doping and temperature dependence. On
the top of the usual Auger decay, even for the nodal
quasiparticles, the magnetic contribution essentially in-
creases with underdoping becoming dominant for the rest
of the Brillouin zone [17,23] and therefore determines the
unusual properties of the cuprates in the superconducting
and pseudogap phases.
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